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The cover is an adapted design (by R. Stoel – graphic designer proefschriftmaken.nl) from the art work “Twisting a thought” by Laura Harris.

Born in Milwaukee (Wisconsin, USA) Laura Harris was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis in 1985. Despite her physical limitations caused by the disease, Laura is full time artist. Recently she has been focussing on mosaic portrait art, representing a dreaming universe. “Twisting a thought” is one of the mosaic art works created from delicate hand-cut material including: gold, ceramic tiles and natural river stones. The elegant surreal creation of a woman’s back with a cogwheel cloud coming out of her head, can symbolize the complex system of lesion formation in MS as well as the twisting of thoughts a researcher needs to unravel the mystery.

Special thanks to Laura Harris for allowing me to use this beautiful design.
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